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GROOMING
COMPETITION 2022
Speakers & Class Offerings
MACKENSIE MURPHY

Mackensie has been a member of GroomTeam USA for seven consecutive years. Over the past six years,
she has ranked among the top three competitive groomers in the country, boasting multiple Best in
Show and Best All-Around Awards. She is also an impressive six-time winner of the prestigious Liz Paul
Memorial Best-Scissored Poodle Award. She has been featured on multiple covers of Groomer to Groomer
magazine and other industry publications. She has spent the last several years educating groomers all
over the globe with seminars and private lessons and recently began judging internationally. Mackensie
has earned her way onto three consecutive GroomTeam USA travel teams. In 2015. she took an American
Cocker Spaniel to Italy with the team, bringing home a silver medal. In 2017 in Belgium, with the same breed
and dream team, she placed first overall in sporting out of 22 countries and assisted the team in bringing
home the gold medal.
CLASS OFFERINGS
• Demo Style
Watch Mackensie groom a dog while incorporating breed standards. At the same time, Samuel Nelson
will educate you about the products being used and the difference between shampoos, dryers, clippers,
combs, shears, and more. This is the class to attend before you purchase your products and tools.
• Revamp
Mackensie will focus on revamping your everyday dog trim. Burnout for groomers is a real thing!
Changing up your regular cookie-cutter cuts is the perfect way to refresh and reset both yourself as well
as your clientele.
• All Things, Shears & Combs
It all looks like it should be easy to pick what brand and what shear to purchase. But what if you don’t know
what you don’t know? Say you’ve been using the same brands for years, and you are afraid to purchase
anything different because you know it works for you! Mackensie, along with Samuel Nelson, will show you
the difference between each shear and comb, along with the purposes each tool brings. Stop working so
hard and start using tools to help your everyday grooming life.
• Groom Team USA Q & A

SAMUEL NELSON

Love Groomers was founded in 2015 by Samuel with the primary goal of providing groomers everywhere
with the absolute best customer service possible, coupled with the highest quality products. Love
Groomers is your one-stop shop for top brands in the grooming industry at affordable prices. Whether it's
shears, combs, shampoos, conditioners, dryers, tables, treats, and more, Love Groomers has what you
need to keep your clients happy and coming back again and again. Love Groomers is also proud to receive
top honors in the industry year after year, including being named Vendor of the Year by Barkleigh Honors
three years in a row!
CLASS OFFERINGS
• Replacements & Equipment Upkeep
When was the last time you did upkeep on your equipment and tools? Sam is huge on taking care of
things, so they last. In this class, you will be taught when to change blade drives and dryer parts, along
with additional need-to-know upkeep tricks for your salon equipment.
• Demo Style
Watch Mackensie groom a dog while incorporating breed standards. At the same time, Samuel Nelson
will educate you about the products being used and the difference between shampoos, dryers, clippers,
combs, shears, and more. This is the class to attend before you purchase your products and tools.
• All Things, Shears & Combs
It all looks like it should be easy to pick what brand and what shear to purchase. But what if you don’t
know what you don’t know? Say you’ve been using the same brands for years, and you are afraid to
purchase anything different because you know it works for you! Samuel, along with Mackenzie Murphy
will show you the difference between each shear and comb, along with the purposes each tool brings.
Stop working so hard and start using tools to help your everyday grooming life.

SUSAN HATCH

A Minnesota native who has been grooming since high school, Susan turned her passion into a successful
business in which she has owned and operated for over 10 years. She has learned to perfect her trade from
studying under top handlers throughout her career. Susan made GroomTeam USA two years in a row and
has competed across all sanctioned classes, with her specialty being Sporting Breeds.
CLASS OFFERINGS
• LIVE DEMOS - All Things Spaniels
• LIVE DEMOS - All Things Doodles
From the show ring to the everyday grooms, Susan will teach you the tips and tricks to make your
everyday grooms stand out. Learn and watch how she uses time-saving tips to cut grooming time down.
• Groom Team USA Q & A

SCOTT WASSERMAN

In 1992, Scott started a very successful pet styling contest career, and his winning began to take off. His
most prestigious wins include Best Pet Stylist in Show at the U.S. Pet Pro Classic twice and the coveted
Intergroom International Groomer of the Year Award. Scott has had a successful international judging
and speaking tour, traveling to many countries. He received several nominations for the Cardinal Crystal
Achievement Awards, a grooming industry award for recognizing the top individuals. He has also received
nominations for Judge of the Year, Groomer of the Year, and Congeniality. Scott won the Barkleigh Honors
Award for Speaker of the Year (2017) and Book of the Year (2021). Scott is a Certifier and Consultant for the
International Society of Canine Cosmetologists (ISCC), one of the world's toughest and most in-depth pet
styling certification organizations. Scott is also a representative for Ashley Craig and Greyhound products.
His love of dogs has continued in the AKC show ring, having groomed and/or shown several breeds through
their championships.
CLASS OFFERINGS
• Learning to Hand Strip
Scott will cover hand stripping tools and techniques, coat rolling, terrier and sporting breed specialist
techniques, and strip and clips. Bathing and conditioning techniques will also be covered in this class.
• ISCC The Art of Pet Styling
Scott is well versed in the ISCC Art of Pet Styling program. This program covers scissor fitting and
ergonomics, outlining a breed trim, body positioning, and finishing.

DEB COMPTON

Deb is the Regional Grooming Team Lead for the Pet Supplies Plus franchises located in Madison,
Wisconsin, and Austin, Minnesota. She specializes in grooming dogs for photography, marketing, and
television appearances. She also grooms show dogs who are actively showing in AKC events. Deb
personally shows Bedlington Terriers and Miniature Poodles. Deb's world-renowned, unique creative
grooming techniques include coat carving, scissoring animals into the dog's hair, and turning dogs into
wild creatures. Deb started grooming in 2003. In 2011, she started a grooming studio called "In the Dogz
House" in Fitchburg, Wisconsin, and in March 2019, her studio merged with Pet Supplies Plus. Deb has made
splashes in the grooming industry locally and internationally.
CLASS OFFERINGS
• Live Demo
Have you ever wanted to dip your toes in the creative grooming world? Well, experience a splash of color
in Deb's live demo booth! She will go over all things creative and share her secrets on doing what she
does.
• ABC Television Pooch Perfect Q & A with Deb and Jordan Jones

SOPHIE REBEHN, TheK9Stylist

Sophie is what you call a dog fanatic! She lives, breathes, and thinks about dogs nonstop. She has always
grown up with dogs and is the owner of four dogs. She knew she wanted to pursue a career that involved
animals from the very beginning. Sophie has been grooming for seven years, since 2014, when she enrolled
in a local grooming school in Minnesota. Sophie has truly dedicated her career to learning all there is to
know about grooming, focusing on Asian Fusion. She continues her education by constantly attending
classes and expos and watching videos on YouTube and Instagram. Sophie has taught webinars about
Asian Fusion styles, doodles, and an adorable Shih Tzu pet trim. She finished first place twice and third
place in freestyle competitions and is hoping for a successful competition year in 2022. She was also
nominated for a Barkleigh Honors award in the Instagram of the Year category in 2021. Sophie is currently a
brand ambassador for very successful companies - Paw Mat and Andis.
CLASS OFFERINGS
• The Social Media Experience
Do you want to become Insta-famous? Do you want to know how to build your clientele, the ins and outs
of Instagram, and grow a following the organic way? Then, this is the class for you! Sophie will take you
on a journey through the social media jungle and prepare you for your endeavor. You will also learn how
to make a name for yourself and how ambassadorships work.
• Spice It Up - Add Flare to Your Grooms
Do your grooms feel a bit blah? Want to make it sparkle and pop? Look no further. Let’s put the spice
back into those grooms! Sophie will teach you different ear styles, face styles, and even muzzle styles.
But let’s not forget about how accessories can take the groom from blah to “oo la la!”

DENNIS BROOKS

Dennis and his wife Tonya are the owners of Sharp Edges Sharpening Service in Illinois. They have been
in business for over 25 years, specializing in sharpening and servicing pet grooming and salon tools and
equipment. They attend and teach at many sharpening and grooming conventions and believe strongly in
continuing education. Above all, Dennis and Tonya like to extend their knowledge to their customers.
CLASS OFFERINGS
• Grooming Tool Maintenance
Dennis will use his years of experience to share with you valuable tips and tricks for simple maintenance
on shears, blades, and clippers that will extend the life of these important tools, making your grooms
easier, faster, and more economical. You won't want to miss this informative PowerPoint presentation
with detailed pictures, text, and live examples.

BETH JOHNSON

Beth learned to groom at Madeline's Grooming in Quincy, Illinois, and was first hired by Krichel Animal
Hospital in Keokuk, Iowa, where she groomed and served as a vet tech for 15 years. In 2006, Beth took a
groomer/vet tech position for Animal Medical Centers in Spencer, Iowa. In 2013, she identified the need for
a full-time, high-quality groomer in the area and chose to venture out on her own by opening K9 Designs.
Within one year of opening K9 Designs, Beth's client list had her booked out for one year. She offers all
types of grooming, performing basic shave downs to high-quality standard breed cuts. Beth is reminded of
something her dad used to preach, "Find something you love doing, and you'll never work a day in your life!"
CLASS OFFERINGS
• How to Train Your Customers While Running a Successful Business
This class will give you insight into running a successful business and making your customers
understand that you dictate how your business is run, not them.

SIERRA ELBERT

When Sierra was growing up, her mother owned a grooming salon, so she learned first-hand how to groom
dogs with finesse. Sierra says having a mother who grooms dogs is like having a father who taught you how
to change the oil in vehicles. “After you are around it so much, it becomes second nature,” explains Sierra.
Although she learned her trade from her mother, Sierra earned her Master Pet Stylist (MPS), International
Certified Pet Groomer (ICPG), and Petcare Dermatech Specialist (PDS) certifications recognized by the
International Society of Canine Cosmetology (ISCC).
CLASS OFFERINGS
• Layman Terms
Sierra teaches in a simple language that anyone can understand using the process of layman’s terms.
Have you ever pretended like you knew what one was saying when they talked about the spring of the
rib or the meaning of lines or angles? You will have plenty of ah-ha moments when Sierra connects the
dots in this class.
• The Dance
Grooming is truly a dance. It’s a methodical, rhythmic, and expressive dance. If you are offbeat, the
dance becomes complicated, and you are many steps behind. In this seminar, Sierra teaches you timesaving tricks, finding joy in your career, charging for those matted pets, and planting the seed on how to
integrate show grooming into your everyday salon grooms.
• New “Standards” for Doodles
Doodles...okay, poodle mixes! Some groomers love them, and others hate them. Sierra teaches her
favorite way to groom poodle mixes and groom for the next groom. Every poodle mix has a different
hair texture, but how can we make “doodles” look the “same”? Sierra has created some basic
“standards” and presents how to groom these poodle mixes step by step! Sierra has taught this class at
a couple of shows and has been asked to do repeat classes as people bragged about this class. She still
gets emails about how this one seminar changed their life!
• YOU MATTER!
How do you say “no”? Sierra shares how you can build your “no” muscles. Sierra believes decisions
matter, and so do you! She mixes teachings with her unique brand of humor. Experiences, which led to
realizing self-worth, have taught Sierra how to present herself to the world. If you are having trouble
marking up your prices, breaking up with clients, or simply sticking with your “no,” this is the seminar you
want to attend!

DAVID JARVIS

CLASS OFFERINGS
• Scissor & Clipper Blade Maintenance
David will cover how to take care of scissors and keep them appropriately tensioned. He will also cover
problems that groomers have with scissors and clippers. David will cover clipper blade maintenance,
perform oil care properly, and change blade drives, cords, and other parts.

ANNA HAWKS, CMG, DTS, MPS

Anna is an award-winning Master Pet and Stylist with over 30 years of experience in the grooming industry.
She is also a second-generation pet groomer who is always willing to help the new stylist learn the
trade and is glad to be a resource for groomers. Anna has always been a strong advocate for continuing
education. She is a speaker, judge, author, consultant, and certified sharpener. Anna also raises and shows
champion Brussels Griffons.
CLASS OFFERINGS
• Scottish Terrier
The Scottish Terrier is a regal and misunderstood breed. Learn the structure and how that plays an
important part in pattern placement. Understanding their physiology and proper handling skills can
make grooming a Scottie a joy versus a chore. Solve the mystery of how to set Scottie ears correctly!
• Mat-Anatomy, The Art of De-Matting
What to do with a double-coated mess? Shaving can cause coat damage, allowing the coat to matt up
quicker. Learn tricks that will leave clients thinking you can work miracles.

